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Boyfairing is the equivalent of menfairing, but for boys. 

Menfairing is the remaking of the gender laws so that they are 

fair to men, particularly, in regard to the divorce courts, bringing 

in the Parer (paternity rejection right) etc.  

Boyfairing would make boys’ lives fairer, i.e. pleasanter, less 

gender oppressed by women, by female school teachers, etc, by 

changing laws so that such oppression does not occur. 

In today’s world, primary school teaching is utterly dominated 

by female teachers, e.g. see the cut and paste from the internet 

below – 

About 77 percent of teachers are women—up slightly from 76 percent in 2012. In primary 
schools, nearly 9 in 10 teachers are women. In high schools, less than two-thirds are. The 
average age of teachers is 42, down slightly from 43 in 2012.Aug 15, 2017 

The Nation's Teaching Force Is Still Mostly White and Female ... 
https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2017/.../the-nations-teaching-force-is-still-mostly.ht... 

 



According to the stats just above, about 90% of primary school 

teachers in the US are female. They are often feminist as well, 

since these female school teachers know nothing about 

masculism, hence suffer inevitably, feminist “gender bias,” 

feminist “anger bias,” since they are not biconscious, i.e. they 

are monoconscious, they know nothing of masculist ideas, and 

suffer the delusion that oppression by one gender against the 

other, is a one way street, i.e. they are unaware of how women 

oppress men (e.g. with female financial parasitism, female 

manslavery, the fluffie feminist hypocrisy in the divorce courts, 

where one father in four gets financially crucified and has his 

life ruined, etc) 

These feminazi primary school teachers often preach their 

feminazi beliefs to their young students, giving boys the false 

impression that women are the superior sex, that boy are males 

and males are toxic, that men are rapists, who oppress women, 

etc. 

Boys emerge from primary school, to face more of the same at 

secondary school, but not quite as female dominated, but still 

female dominated (about two thirds of secondary school 

teachers are female, according to the stats above, in the US). 

Thus boys grow up in a female dominated world. They also 

grow up in a broadcast media environment that has a growing 

proportion of journalists who are women, see the cut and paste 

below – 



Gender distribution of newspaper journalists in the U.S. 2016 ... - Statista 
https://www.statista.com › Media & Advertising › Media Usage 

Cached 

The statistic shows the distribution of journalists in the United States in 2017, by ... 34 percent of the 

journalists reporting for the New York Times were female as ... 

 

It is increasingly common nowadays to see grown men in the 

broadcast media portrayed as buffoons, idiots, dumb, and as the 

inferior sex, which as masculist scientists know, is the opposite 

of the truth, so the politically minded masculists have their work 

cut out for them, to right this gender bias of the feminazis 

against boys, to stop the feminazis brainwashing boys that they 

are the inferior sex (when just the opposite is true) and to stop 

portraying men as buffoons in the media, which give boys the 

false impression. 

Young boys are subjected to the tyranny of alien giants as they 

grow up. These alien giants are usually called mothers, whose 

brain architectures are quite different from their sons’. These 

little boys are dependent on their mothers to teach them the 

ways of the world, and being small children, they are largely 

blank slates onto which their mothers and their female primary 

school teachers, brain wash them into feminazi beliefs that men 

are the inferior sex, that men are oppressors of women, that men 

are toxic, etc, all very damaging for the boy’s self-image and 

self-esteem.  

The primary school feminazi teachers are doing real and mass 

psychological damage to these boys, so that this gender biased 



miseducation needs to be stopped, which is where masculist 

gender legislation reform comes in, which is largely what this 

flyer is about. 

Boys nowadays live in a female dominated world, getting too 

little role modeling from men, since there are so few of them in 

their lives. Boys grow up in a female centric world, which does 

real damage to their self-image, their sense of self-worth and 

self-pride. 

To overcome this gynocentric bias, masculist legislation needs 

to be enacted which will give boys more role models in the 

school, and to be protected from the hated feminazi portrayal of 

grown men as bumbling fools in the broadcast media. 

New masculist laws need to be passed, that will create a form of 

positive discrimination against women, in favor of men, to 

create more male primary school teachers, by increasing the 

salaries of primary school teacher men above women, so that the 

proportion of male to female primary school teachers is made 

about equal, so that boys are given male role models and are not 

forced to behave in ways that the female teachers want, e.g. to 

sit quiet and to memorize the material being taught, the way a 

girl with her female nature and her female brain, would. 

Boys are far more energetic than girls. Look at boys and girls in 

a coed playground, and you’ll see the boys running around, 

playing competitive sports, and the girls will be sitting in a 

group, talking, chatting, verbalizing, communicating. Boys and 



girls are two different species, evolved from quite distinct 

purposes. Boys will grow into men, who in ancient times, went 

out to hunt, to track down prey, to kill it, and bring it back to the 

tribe, i.e. to females and their babies, so that the tribe could 

survive. 

Girls will grow up into women, to have babies, to nurture them, 

so that the tribe reproduces itself, so that it does not die out with 

roughly one child in two dying at an early age, with a life 

expectancy in ancient Roman times of a mere 30 or so years. 

These two sets of tasks are quite different, and require different 

brain architectures to perform them. Men and women evolved to 

perform different goals. They are two different species. 

Thus when female primary school teachers dictate their female 

ways to teaching that may seem intuitive and obvious to them, 

i.e. in the quiet memorization style of female learning, onto 

boys, such ways are anathema to boys who want to explore, to 

be physical, to move around, to compete with other boys, etc. 

Female primary school teachers, being women, with female 

brains, have no intuitive feel for how it is to have a male brain, 

so are genetically intrinsically biased. They will never know 

what it is like, how it feels, to be male, because they don’t have 

male brains. They have female brains, that were evolved for 

different purposes than were male brains, so it will not be 

sufficient to try to teach female primary school teachers to cater 

to the male brains of their student boys. 



Instead the number of male primary school teachers needs to 

increase, so that young boys have male role models to inspire 

them, make them feel good to be male, to reinforce their positive 

self-images of being told that men are the creators of cultures, 

that men have won 99% of the science Nobel prizes, that men 

have 10% bigger brains, etc. 

Just how many times more primary school teachers need to be 

male, compared to the current figure of 10% to make the 

proportion of male to female primary school teachers roughly 

equal? If the recruitment rate of male primary school teachers 

increases by a factor of about 4 or 5, then there should be 

roughly as many male as female primary school teachers.  

To encourage this to happen, positive discrimination legislation 

needs to be introduced in western countries, so that more men 

are encouraged to become primary school teachers, to serve as 

role models for very impressionable young boys, who currently 

are having their personalities stunted by femalien, feminazi 

giants, who do not have an intuitive understanding of how the 

male brain works. 

So, once this new positive discrimination legislation in favor of 

male primary school teachers comes in, and it proves to be 

insufficient to close the gap between the numbers of male to 

female primary school teacher hires, then the salary boost in 

favor of the males can be increased, until the proportions are  

about equal. 



Boys also need to be protected against the feminazi propaganda 

in the broadcast media. The masculist movement needs to 

harangue the broadcast media when it portrays men as bumbling 

fools, when in reality, men are the superior sex, vastly 

outperforming women at the top end of the performance scale. 

The masculist movement needs to create a system of fines 

against such man-dumping in the media, punishing media 

companies who do this.  

The masculists need to so change the zeitgeist, that female 

broadcast journalists will fear dumping on men in the media, 

because the fines against the media company that approves of 

her male dumping, will be so high, that the company fires the 

offending woman.  

Better still, is to so instill female masculist thinking in the 

general population, that nearly all women would consider it a 

moral crime to man-dump, and hence not be motivated to do it. 

But in today’s monoconscious, gynocentric, feminazi, 

dominated primary school system and broadcast media, creating 

such a biconscious awareness in the female primary school 

teachers and female journalists, is still a task for the future for 

the masculists. 

Women need to be made aware how alienating it is for small 

boys to grow up into manhood surrounded largely by women. It 

is a profoundly alienating experience, and creates real bitterness 

and anger in adolescent males as they learn that they have been 

brainwashed by feminazi teachers and media journalists, that 



men are toxic, that females are the superior sex, which as these 

adolescent boys learn as their brains wire up into the adult 

pattern, and they become capable of learning adult level science, 

that they have been lied to, brainwashed, denied the truth.  

These young men, then become angry masculists, expressing a 

real male backlash against these feminazi bitches who have so 

ruined their lives, feeding them a fantasy, a degrading fantasy to 

males, preaching to them that men are the inferior, immoral sex, 

when just the opposite is true. 

Men are becoming increasingly angry at these feminazi lies and 

are increasingly hitting back. I predict that as masculist and 

MGTOW ideas increase exponentially in the general public, that 

senior high school boys will simply rebel against their feminazi 

high school teachers and abuse these teachers with real 

masculist verbal violence, complaining bitterly to their head 

masters, that they are fed up with being fed these feminazi, 

antiscientific lies about men’s inferiority, when the reality is just 

the opposite. 

This adolescent male rebellion will come first probably from the 

smartest of the 12th grade males, whose brains are now wired up 

in the adult pattern, who are capable of being influenced by the 

masculist/MGTOW essays and videos on the internet, and 

decide to put their male foot down – “Enough is enough! You 

feminazi bitches will stop preaching your misandrist garbage, or 

we 18 year old male students will start bitch slapping you, and 

since we as 18 year-olds have adult male strength and size, we 



are on average 3 times stronger across the chest than you puny 

females, so be warned! Stop your misandrist lies, your 

misandrist propaganda, or we will bitch slap you to the floor. 

You feminazi bitches are committing a massive crime, on a 

massive scale, crushing the egos of hundreds of millions of 

boys. This has to stop. You will stop, or WE will stop you, by 

bitch slapping you, an appropriate label, since you are truly 

feminazi bitches!” 

Cheers, 

Prof. Dr. Hugo de Garis 

profhugodegaris@yahoo.com 

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com   (contains links to 300 

YouTube masculist essays/videos and to the book 

“MASCULISM, Men’s Rebellion Against Being Manslaves to 

Women, An e-Textbook of 300+ Masculist Fliers for Men’s 

Studies Courses”) 
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